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Day 3 
Wolves Morphology Card Game  

 
Materials: 

 Base word, re-, and de- word cards printed and cut 
 Paper and pencil (optional) 

 
Objective: Players will identify, construct and analyze words with the prefixes re- and de-. 
 
Rules: 

1. Each student takes turns drawing three cards: one from the pile of base words, one from the re- card pile, and 
one from the de- card pile.  

2. On his or her turn, the student will define in his or her own words the meaning of (1) each word part (base word,   
re-, and de-); and (2) the base word combined with re- and de-. 
 

For example: 
 
 [Student draws re-, de-, and new.] 
 

Student: “Re- means again and de- means not. New means something is brand new, never 
been used before! So re-new might mean to make something new again. De-new would 
mean to use something and make it not new anymore.  
 

3. The teacher and class will provide feedback, comments, and corrections. The teacher should offer 
explanations of why some words (those with asterisks*) take one suffix, but not the other. For example instead of 
saying de-new, it’s much easier to say something has been or is used. 

4. If time allows, have students work together to create complete sentences using paper, pencil, and word cards. 
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Base words Re- De- 

populate re- de- 

form re- de- 

create* re- de- 
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inflate* re- de- 

compose re- de- 

hydrate re- de- 

build* re- de- 
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grow* re- de- 

balance* re- de- 
 


